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EFFICIENT SUPERSONIC DIFFUSION 
By John C. E'/vard. and John 'vi. BIB~ey 
SUl-1MARY 
The use of waJ.l Ilerforations on su~ersonic diffusers to avoid 
the internal contract::'on··ratio liD: tation .is descriJed. Experi-
mental results at a Mach nunibe.L~ 0: 1.05 on a .lJreljm":'nary model of 
a perforated diffuser having a geom0'cric interr-.al contract:!.on 
ratio of 1.49 (the isentropic value) e.re preser..ted. A theoretical 
discussion of the flow coefficients as ~,ell as the size and the 
spacing of the perforations is also :ncluded. At angles of 
attack of 00 , -:P, and 50, total-preszure rCCO"ler:es of 0.331, 
0.920, and 0.906, respectively, were ob':-a,j::led. 
INTPODUC'rION 
Supersonic diffu.sion may be most easily accomplished by 
means of a normal shock. Associated with this discontinuous 
process is a progressive decrease in tbe total-pressl~re recovery 
ratio as the Mach number is incraased. The losses in total pres-
sure across the shock may be mjnimized J hOv!ever, by decelerating 
the supersonic stream by means of stream contraction to a 10;, 
sl ~personic Mach number before the shock occu.rs. 
The usable stream contraction and the amount of stream 
deceleration is limited on some ·types of supersonic diffuser . If 
the internal contract jon ratio (the entrance area djvided by the 
throat area) of the diffuser is made too large, the entrance mass 
flow will not pass through the throat of the diffuser, chuking 
will occur J and. a normal shock and bow wave config'lration ',rill 
form ahaad of the inlet. The shock will not be swallowed a3d.in 
by the diffuser until the ::'nternal con~raction all)ws the s'J.bsonic 
stream behind the normal shock to be accelerated to a Mach number 
of unity at the throat. This value of t he contraction ratio is 
less than required for j.sentropic supersonj c diffusion. In the 
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design of a supersonic diffuser, either a loss in total pressure 
must therefore be accepted or some means must be provided. to prevent 
chokine;. 
One method to prevent choking that has been effectively appl~ed 
is to accomplish the supersonic diffusion ahead of the lnlet (such 
as on a conical shock diffuser). During the starting operation, the 
subsonic mass flow behind the normal shock, which will not pass 
through the throat of the diffuser, spills over the edge (reference 1). 
Investigations of shock or spike diffusers have been reported in 
references 2 to 6. Although the pressure r ecoverles that may be 
obtained with the spike diffusers are very satisfactory, the external 
wave drag of this type diffuser is likely to be large unless the 
position of the shocks is carefully controlled. Furthermore, the 
high recoveries of total pressure may be obtained only On single 
units because} if the diffuser is operated in cascade (such as on a 
supersonic compressor) or if the diffuser is coru i.ned as a second 
throat in a supersonic tunnel} the flow spillage trlat allows the 
diffuser to start may be prevented . 
The convergent-divergent ty.pe diffuser invesUgated by Kantrowitz 
and Donaldson (reference 7) and by Wyatt and Hunczak (reference 8) 
need not have a shock in the vicin ity of the entrance. rEhis diffuser 
should therefore be less critical vrith respect to external wave drag 
than the shock diffuser. Because no spillage is reqy5red for starting, 
the diffuser may be o!,erated at the design Mach number In cascade or 
as the second throat of a supersonic wind tunnel. The ma.in disadvan-
tage of the convergent-divergent diffuser investigated heretofore is 
that the contraction ratio on the supersonic portj.on must be less 
than the contraction ratio required to decelerate the free stream 
isentropically to unity because of starting difficulties. This dU-
fuser then inherently accepts a loss in total pressure . In addition, 
the normal shock must be located near the throat of the diffuser for 
optimum pressure r ecovery and consequently a slight increase in back 
pressure can cause the shock to jump irreversibly ahead of the inlet, 
which leads to a discont i nuity of mass flovT and pressure recovery. 
A simple modification that may be made to the c onvergent-
divergent diffuser, which removes the contraction-ratio limitation 
established by Kantrowitz and Donaldson (reference 7) is described. 
Results obtained with a preliminary experimental model at a Mach 
number of 1.85 are also included . 
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FUNCTION OF THE PERFORATIONS 
If diffusion is attempted by means of a rever sed de Laval 
nozzle a. normal shock will form ahead of the inlet as requir ed by 
the t heory of reference 7 and the supersonic diffusion process will 
not be established. Under this condition a high pressure differen -
tial will exist between the inner and outer surfaces of the conver -
gent portion of the diffuser. If a succession of holes or perfora -
tions are dr i lled in the diffuser, part of the subsonic mas s flow 
entering the inlet will pass through the perforations, the flow 
spilled over the inl et will decrease, and the shock will move near er 
to the inlet (fig . l (a) ). If a suffic i ent number of holes i s 
drilled in the diffuser, the normal shock will pass through the 
i nlet as in figures l (b) and l(c ) . 
As the shock i s swallow'ed by t he diffuser, supersonic flow 
will be established in the conver gent i nlet . The density and the 
static pressure will then have 1 m., val ues corresponding to the 
local supersonic Mach number and a low pressure differ ential yTill 
exist across the orifices . Likewi se, the orifices become less 
effective as the Mach number is increased because the high -speed 
air has less time to swerve and pass through the hole s . Each of 
these factors tends t o reduce the loss of mass flow through the 
perforations as compared to the subsonic ·regime. The perforations 
thus act as automatic valves) which are open during the starting 
process and partly closed ( in terms of mass f low rate) during 
operation . The contraction rat io of the conver gent -divergent 
diffuser may then be extended beyond the limit or iginally descr i bed 
in reference 7 . In fact, if add i t i onal ent r ance ar ea is incl uded 
to account f or the mass flow lost through the holes in the super-
sonic regime) compress i on to a Mach number near unity at the thr oat 
may be achieved . A theoretj cal treat ment of the area d.istribution 
of the perforations and the diff user cross-sectional area distri -
bution as a function of Mach number is preaented i n the appendix. 
If the area of the perforations is unif orr'lly incr eased 
beyond the minimum value required for shock entrance, the shock 
may be located at any station in the convergent portion of the 
diffuser and the flow through the throat of the diffu ser will be 
subsonic . Under thestl condit ions , the mass flow rate wi l l be 
continuous through the diffuser and in fact, if a transient pres -
sure dis turbance should force the shock ahead of the inlet ) the 
shock would again be swallowed by the diffuser as soon as the 
disturbance ceased. The critical instability assocj.ated with 
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o1}eration of the usual convergent -di ver3ent diffuser :.s thus elim:nated 
and stable operation of the pe::rforated diffu.ser is foresGen . The action 
of the perforations in the control of the boundary layer should 8J.SO be 
noted . 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
A preliminary model of a. perforated sclp6rson~ c diffuser was buil"!; 
for an investigation at a Mach cumber of 1 .85 ~n the 18- by l8-jnch 
supersonic tunnel at the NACA Cleveland. labcratory . Tnis model) machined 
of plastic (fig . 2(a)) consists of a converging irllet havir"B an. int 6rnul ) 
geometric contraction ratio of 1.49) t.ne i86ntro)ic value for Mach 
number of 1 .85. The inlet was attacl1ed to the ~o conical s1.tbsonic 
diffuser diagrarnned in f ':gure 2 (b). Th', flow through the diffuser 
was controlled by a 900 conical danrp8r at the diffusor exit. 
The subsonic ;::>ortion of the dif::us'3r ,-ras thoro'.lghly instrumented 
for static -pressure distributionsj total- and st3.tic -press1.tre distri·· 
but ions at the diffuser exit were obtained. wgh 'vhe rake shown in 
figure 2 ( c ). The free -stream to-t:.al pres£'ur s ,,,ere bta5.ned as descri"oed 
in reference 8. All press1.lres were photographj call~{ re corded on a 
multiple-tube mercury manometer board . 
Because the diffuser as first inst3.11ed tn the supersonic tunnel 
had an insuffic:i.ent numbur of perioro.tions) tile nor:nal shock would 
not enter the inlet . A multipljcity of randomly spaced holes were 
then drilled by a trial procedure untjl the shock entered. the inlet. 
A photograph of the final confjg·J.ration is shown in ngure 2(a) . 'rhe 
performance of the diffuser at angles of attack of 0°) 30 ) and 50 was 
determined for a Mach number of 1.&5. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The total -pressure recovery ratio obtained "rith the prelimj.nary 
model of the perforated supersonic d~ffuser is 1 lotted against the 
ratio of plenurn··chamber out:et area to cliffusor throat a:r·3a in fj.S-
ure 3 . The portion of the curve at area ratios greater than about 1.2 
is approximately a rectangular hyperbola . (See reference 8 . ) In 
this region; the mass flow rate through the diffuser is constant . 
It is therefore of interest to note that thu point giving the highest 
total -pressure recovery rat10 at all meaSured angles of attack falls 
to the left of the hyperbolic portion of the curve) which indicates 
that the mass flow rate through the throat of the diffilser has already 
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decreased and that the shock is stabilizsd in the convergent port i on 
of the diffuser. This stabilization is a reeult of the perforations 
near the throat . The portion of the curve at area ratios less than 
about 1.2 corresponds to progressive movement of the shock to-dard 
the inlet until the normal shock emerges from the inlet (area ratios 
less than about 0.60). 
Contrary to the performance obtaj.ned with the usual convergent-
divergent diffuser, (references 7 and 8), t he Iferf orated diffuser 
mal approach the peak total-pres s ~re r ecovery from e ither branch 
of the curve (fig. 3). The pressure recovery need not be double 
valued as a fUnction of the area ratio, nor need t here be a discon-
tinuity in the mass flow through the diffuser. The stable opera -
tion of the perforated diffuser will simplify the control problems 
for application to supersonic aircraft. (On the pre liminary model 
shown in fig. 2(a), the shoc~ moved into the inlet in di screte 
steps rather than continuously. This phenomenon was probably 
caused by local variations of the perforated-area dist ribution.) 
The maximum total-pressure recovery ratio obtained with the 
perforated diffuser was 0.931 . This value may be compared with 
the value of 0.838 obtained on the convergent-divergent diffuser 
of reference 8. The theoretical maximum allowed in reference 7 
for the convergent-di vergent diffuser is 0.89. Thus the perfo-
rated diffuser has experimentally demonstrated that the 
contraction-ratio limitation established in reference 7 may be 
avoided. 
The sensitivity of the perforated diffuser to changes in angle 
of attack (ng. 3) is l ess than the sens i tivity of the convergent-
divergent type diffuser (reference 8), but greater than that of 
the Single conical sheck diff users (reference 4) . For angles of 
attack @f 00 , 3°, an~ 5°, the perforated diffuser gave total -
pressure recovery ratios o·f 0.931, 0.920, and 0.906, respectively. 
The pressure-recovery ratio of the double -shock cones (reference 5) 
was more sensitive than was the perforated diffuser to angles of 
attack. 
The static-pressure distribntlons along the wall of the 
divergent portion of the diffuser. are shown in figure 4 for 
angles of attack of 00 , 3°, and 5°. Tlwse curves are useful in 
locating t he normal shock as the outl et area i s varied . Apparently 
on the perforated di ffuser, even with angles of attack, the shock 
may be located forward of t he coordinate 0.32 throat diameter. No 
instrumentation was 1ncluded in the t hroat nor in the supersonic 
portion of the diffuser, inasmuch as t he inlet was constructed of 
plastic. 
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Static - and total-pressure distributions across the diffuser 
outlet are presented in figures 5 and 6, respect i vely, for angles 
of attack of 00 , 30 , and 50 . As was expected from the resul ts of 
reference 8, the static pressures were nearly constant across the 
plenum chamber . The variations in the total pressure therefor e 
indicate the Mach number distribution in the plenum chamber. 
It should be emphasized that the results presented fo r the 
perforated diffuser were obtained on the first preliminary model, 
which for the sake of expediency was not carefully designed . 
Refj,nements are clearly feasible. 
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF PERFORATED DIFFUSER 
The use of perforations to increase the performance of super-
sonic arrangements that involve a stream contraction has many 
potential applications . A few examples are shown in figure 7. 
By a combination of the perforated and the shock diffusers , a 
minimum number of perforations would be required and the shocks 
\wuld still be internally confined. Other considerations may 
require that the diffuser be short . A comyact perforated diffusor 
may be built simply by placing a group of smaller perforated dif -
fusers adjacent to each other. Such an arrangement may also yield 
a more favorable velocity distribution for seme purposes than would 
be possible with a single diffuser of the same exit area. Similarly, 
the perforated diffuser may be operated in cascade, as in the design 
of supersonic compressors. A perforated diffuser should also operate 
when confined in a passage and may therefore find application as the 
second threat of a supersonic 1find tunnel. In this type of an 
arrangement, a detonation wave could probably be stabilized in a 
tube . The use of perforations may even be applied to eliminate the 
starting difficulties of the Busemann b:l,plane . Each of these 
potential applicat'ions requires further research to achieve perfection. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A short preliminary investigation of a perforated supersonic 
diffuser at a Mach number of 1.85 for angles of attack of 00 , 30 , 
and 50 gave the following results. 
1. Perforations were applied to increase the contract jon 
ratio of a convergent-divergent supersonic diffuser . A total -
pressure recovery ratio of 0.931 Has obtained with a perforated 
diffuser as compared to 0.838 for the convergent -divergent diffuser. 
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2, The perfor3:i;ed supersonic diffu.ser ·W8.S re.lati vely insensi-
tive to chanees in angle of attack. Total-pressure recovery ratios 
of 0 . 931, 0 . 920, and 0.906 w·ere obtained at angles of attack of 
0°, 3°, and 5°, respectively . 
CONCLUSION 
The use of perforations may be a~plied to e l iminate the starting 
d.ifficulties of supersonic pass~ges that include an intornal contrac-
ti:mj hence, tho contr.::t.ct:;'on ratio may bo increased or the operaMng 
Mach number ran..ge may be extend6d . 
Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics} 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
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APPENDIX - METHOD FOR ESTTI-1'ATING SIZE AIID 
SPACIIJG OF _"'ERFORATIONS 
Estimation of flow ccefficients. - In order to start the di: -
f .l0 ion process , the normal shoc k must, be abJ.e to enter 1;he d.iffuser 
and move toward tlJe throat. rhis en-l;rance wi 11 be perIYIi tted if the 
perforations (inclu.ding the thl'oat) dow:.sGream o~ t!1e nhoJk are 
large enough to accomr:;odate the subsoni mass flo.r beh':'nd the snoc·~. 
The limiting condition OCC'.lrs wheE the flow tlJ.rough the holes reaches 
sonic ve2-oc :.ty. Unde!' this condition, tr.e mass flow rat e per ilnit 
area for perforatlons downstream of the shoc~ be~oilles 
where 
m 
A 
P 
R 
T 
(1) 
mass rate of flow through holeD dowu3trzam of shock 
perforated. area 
ratio effective to actual arE"3. of perforations do~mstream of 
normal shock 
total or stagnation pressure downstream of normal shock 
ratio of specific heats 
gas constant 
total temr:erature of flu:'d 
B j ~~i )' (2 , 
= 1\ RT 1+1) 
The total pressure P ls a fcmction of tne MaC!] number 1>1 at 
which the normal shock cccvrs and Js given in terms of tLe £'ree-
stream total pressure Po and the supersonic shoc~r Mach n'lmber M 
as 
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(2 ) 
If isentropic diffusion is desired) the entrance of the dif -
fuser must be enlarged somewhat to account for the l oss of mass flow 
through the perforations upstream of the normal shock. The flow 
rate through the perforations in the supersonic portion of the dif -
fuser may be estimated by means of the Prandtl -Meyer theory (refer-
ence 9) for flow around a corner. If free - stream static pressure 
is assumed at the perforation or hole exit) the pressure differ-
ential across the hole is just sufficient to accelerate the flow 
to the original free - stream Mach number. The flow will turn in 
the vicinity of the hole or corner until the free - stream Mach 
number is reached and will then proceed without further deflection 
until it either passes through the hole or is straightened by the 
diffuser wall with the formation of a shock. The limiting stream -
line denoted by the coordinates r and ~ is sho~~ in the fol-
lowing sketch : 
Limiting 
-streamline· 
The shock caused by the flow straightening will intersect the 
final Mach line and mutual cancellation of shock and expansion w-aves 
will occur . Because the extension of the shock depends on the size 
of rl) this distance should be small to minimize inter nal shock 
losses . 
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The coordinate angle cp of the Prandtl ·,Meyer ti:lcory is a func -
tion of the Mach number and may b3 c()mputed from tte 0quation 
(3) 
where 
(4) 
From the equation of a streamline i n th3 expansion reeion bcundeCl. by 
the two Mach lines} the ratio of ~he radH may be obtained as 
Also from tho geometry 
ro 1 
rl = cos e + sin e cot (sin-l ~ e) 
1>10 
(5) 
(6) 
The angle e between the final Mach line and. the d.iffJ.ser wal l is 
or, with the aid. of equation (3), 
1- ( ( r?--- \ 1 
e = sin-1 ~ - ~L tan-1 k ~;1()2 -~) - tan- l k 'l/M2 - 1.1 J 
The effective flow area dA' is given as 
dA \ = r2 dA = 
Y11'l 
dA r2 rO 
---
M rO rl 
Combination of equations (3), (5)} (6)} and (8) thus yields 
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dA ' 1 - -------~-
8+sin9 cot (sin-l~ _et 
(9 ) 
",here the effective area ravlO upstream of t·te normal shock Qb 
is given by use of eque.tion ( 9) as 
1 
Qb = ~lr ~(!'12 -1/.il_-J'2t2lr-
11 ~(M02 _l)+1 cos 
- - ' 
1 
e + s~n 9 cot 
The mass flov! coefficient t:lro1.,;.gh th.e !loles in the supersonic 
portion of the diffuser vri11 then be 
The product of the density and the velocity pv is given by 
(11 ) 
(12 ) 
It should be emph9.sized that in the derivatjon of the effective 
area ratio Qb the e~ernal preSS1.lre was assL'..med to be equal to the 
free - stream s~atic pressure. If some other static pressll.re persists , 
the coordinate angle CPO' of the final Mach line may be obtained 
from the equation 
(13) 
Any flow through the ho~es will) of course) C1J.rve the external 
streamlines in the vicinity of tIle .ge rforation and f0rul a .light 
shock . As a result, the l:;.ole -exit static pressure ,.".il.l increase 
and the maos flo,", rate throul3h the !lerforations in the su:personic 
regime will be further decreased. 
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An ::'ndj catj.on of the rela.tive effectjveness of the holes in 
the supersoni c and subsonic regime may be gained from figure 8 . The 
pvQo 
quantity - ,where Pa 0 is the total pressure behind a free-QaBPa 0 ' 
13tream normal s~ock) has been plotted as a function of local lvIach 
number and represents the supel'sonic mass flow rate through a per-
forc.;,t ion di v .i.ded by the ma.ss flow ra te wi tn t?le normal slioG k al-,.ead 
of the inlet when Qa is 1. 0 and 0.6. The fact that ti.1e quant i ty 
pvQb 
is generally less than unHy assures the actlon of the per -Q BP 0 a a, 
forations as au.tomat1c valves) allowing the diffuser to start at a 
low effective contc'action ratio and to operate at a hjgh effective 
contraction ratio . 
Estimation of cross:-eecti<;mal and_ "perforatj~~a distribut ion,_ -
The area of the perforations A and the eross-sectional a:cea 8 may 
be measured positively from the throa.t of the diffl)ser (see sketch). 
-Throat 
/ 
The subscripts 0 and 1 refer to the entrance and -ehe throat of 
the diffuser, respectively . Nm{ the mass flow rate thro:lgh the area 
80 must be equal to the flow thr ough the perforations upstream and 
downstream of the normal shock, plus the flow through the throat . 
Because the walls of a diffuser r:Jay be gently curved, the 
effective subsonic area ratio Q of the throat "Till be nearly a 
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unity . On the other hand) the -wall perfor atjon'" may be regarded as 
sharp -edged orifices and Qa for the wall perfcr ations will be less 
than 1. Accordingly for a ftxed shock position the mass flow rate 
through the inlet will be 
m -_1'A0 lA pv Qb dA + BP 0 Qa dA + BPSl (14 ) 
Because the sbock is tem:90rarily statIonar y) P was consider ed 
constant in equation (14) and was therefore taken outside the inte-
gral sign . The quantity Qa '\Vill generally depend u·pon the Bach 
numbers near the local perfox'ation dA particularly for Mach numbers 
near unit y . I n the absence of experimental determinations of Qa 
for tangential orifices and in tht;; interest of simplicIty) Qa is 
assumed constant in the pr esent allalysis . Eqt...ation (14) may then 
be written 
(J.5 ) 
But the rate of mass flow through the area So is independent of 
tne pr.J sition of the shock and the shock may be movod to a new 
position wHhout changing m. The wtal pressure P (and pvQb ) 
then becomes a function of the shock Mach number . Differentiation 
of equation (15) with respect to the shock Mach number yields 
d (3:·) 1 d.P - - -.- dM P dM 
A 1 pv Qb (16) 
-+ 1 -
Sl Qa BP Qa 
Equation (16) may be simply integrated numerically by summing the 
differ entials) or it may be integrated explicitly to give 
) 1M - ~ ~ OM 1 = M = 1 pv Qb 
1 ---BP Qa 
CONFI DENTIAL 
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'1'he quantity 1 dP P dM of equation (17) is given from equation (2) as 
(18) 
T' t·t pv Qb 11e ql'an l y _._-- may 
BP Q 
(10)) (7)) (1), an~ (2). 
be compnted with the aid of equations (12), 
The assumption that Qa is a constant now appears as a workable 
approximationj in the neighborhood of M = 1) where Qa \vould be 
expected to vary most rapidly, ~ ~ has a zero of second order. 
From equation (16) 6.(8:) is then nearly zero in tl:e vic1nity of 
M == 1 regardlE;ss of the value of Qa if Qa does not a!1proach Qb 
in a manner' tr) give a zero of the same order jn t he denolDinator, 
Equation (16) ,·ras solved numerically for an MO of 1.85 for 
values of Qa = 1, 0.6, and 0.5 . The resulting plot of A/ Sl as 
a function of Mach :lumber is presented in figure 9. The approximate 
perforated area distribution of the vxp8rimental mouel is also 
included on figure 9, For this curve) the loss of mass flow through 
the holes in the supersonic regime ,·ras neglected and one -dimensional 
flow equ5.tions ~.,ere assumed to calculate the Mach number . Although 
the experimental curve indicates the approximate value of ~, the 
holes were so crndely drilled in the preliminary model that the 
perforated aroa is pr obably larger than necessary. 
In order to obtain the hole aroa distribution A as a function 
of the cross - sect::'onal area 8, a relat ion is required betwoen 8 
and M. This relation will depend on the pa:;.'ticular design of the 
diffnser . If one-dime"1sional flo'H applies, the contraction :ratio 
correctod for tho mass flow throuGh the perforat~ons in the sU'Dcrsonic 
portion is given by the equation 
~-8 Po Vo 
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Because m Po vo SO} e~uation ~19) bocome s 
Po vo So _jAO pv Qb dA = pvS 
A 
(GO) 
For conditions at the throat} e~uation (20) becomes 
l AO Po v 0 So - 0 pv Qb d.A = (pv) 1 S1 
By subtraction ard rearrangeoent of equatjons (20) and (2l)} 
Equation (22) was solved r.umerically in conjun<.;tion ,"ith 
equation (16 ) for an initial l'l1acb number of 1. 85 and vahes of 
(21) 
(22 ) 
Qa = 1, 0 .6, and O.S. The r08ulting p;.ot of S/Sl as a function 
of Mach numt3T is presented in fig,.ll·e 10 . Tne value of S/S1 
at the free -stream Mach 11lunber 1.85 is the geometr ic cont:caction 
ratio re~utred to decelerate the supersonjc stream to a Mach 
number of unity at the throat . By a compariGon of tnis value 
,·,ith the isentropic contraction ratio; the mass flow lost tLrough 
the holes may bo estimated . For a value Qa of 0.6, the per')entage 
mass flow lost is 1. 57 - 1.435 --~1-.~4~9~5--- x 100 = 5 p0rcent. 
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Figure 10.- Variation or cross-sectional area with local Mach 
number. Free-stream Mach number, 1.85. 
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